Janelle Publications
SPELT-3: $199.00
Dudsberry Fun Pack - $75.00

Northern Speech Services
Picture Categories Galore & More: $109.00

Super Duper Publications
Look Listen and Infer Fun Deck: $12.95
Sequencing Verb Tenses: $22.95

AliMed
Therapy Guide for Language and Speech Disorders, A selection of stimulus materials, Vol 1 $75
Working with Words, Vol. 3 $79
Workbook for Cognitive Skills, 2nd Ed. $109

Decorative Alabama Plate: $22.99
2 Decorative Alabama Pillows: $20 each
Decorative Gourd: $40
2 Alabama footballs signed by Nick Saban
2 framed Alabama prints
Basket of Various imported olive oils (from Chelsea Chiarelli) $100
Columbia PFG (from AL Bookstore)
Ball Cap (from AL Bookstore)

Gift Cards
$25 Chuck’s Fish
$50 Surin of Thailand
$40 Anna Kate & Co.
$65 European Facial at Gilda’s Day Salon
$25 Moe’s BBQ
Tailgate Package at Sweet’s Cupcakes & Cakes (12 standard Crimson Pride cupcakes)